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the brain, nor was the time which had elapsed since the accident
by any mneans so long as is usual in cases of this nature, nor
had rigors or sweats announced the formation of matter. The
fatal result also was unexpectedly sudden; for, though the
operation was undertaken without any great expectation of
benefit, it was not tlhought that he was actually in the act of
death. It will be seen that the pus was not reached, and that
it was situated, for the greater portion, in a remote part of the
brain.

ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL.
TWO CASES OF VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA.

Under the care of I. B. BROWN, Esq.
CASE I. Rachel K., aged 22, was admitted, under Mr. Brown's

care, on October 15th. She was delivered of her first child on
MIarch 25th; the labour was allowed to continue three days
without interference, after which she was delivered of a still-
born male child. Her urine ran away from her immediately
after the labour, and had continued to do so down to her ad-
mission. She was examined at the Leicester Infirmary a
month after her parturition, and her impression is that some
operation was performed, but whether cauterisation or of what
nature she could not say. It did not produce any benefit.
The fistulous orifice was about the size of a sixpenny piece,
and was situated in the upper wall of the vagina, about half an
inch in front of the os uteri. After the usual preliminary
treatment, Mr. Brown operated on October 27th, after Boze.
mann's plan. The opening was brought together transversely,
and six metallic sutures were used. An elastic male catheter
was secured in the bladder, and removed on November 2nd.
She was then allowed to pass her water voluntarily during the
day, and the catheter worn only at night. The bowels were
kept confined by opium till November 5th, when they were
opened for the first time. On November 6th, the sutures and
shield were removed, and the wound was found to be united
firmly in the whole of its extent.

CASE If. Charlotte H., aged 27, was admitted on the same
day as the last patient. She was a native of the same village,
and had been under the same medical treatment. She was
brought to bed of her third child in November 18.56, and was
three days and nights in labour. She was then delivered by
craniotomy. Seven days afterwards, she first perceived her
urine running away. No treatment was adopted. She again
became pregnant, and was delivered in May of a living child.
The labour lasted three days this time also. The symptoms
have not been worse since the last confinement.
The fistula was of small size, situated close to the os utenr,and appearing to involve a small portion of it. The operation

was performed also on October 27th. On paring the edges of
the opening, it was seen that though the fistula had encroached
upon the muicous membrane of the os, it had not penetrated
into the cavity of the uterus. The wound was brought together
longitudinally with four silver sutures. The same treatment
was adopted in this as in the former case, and equally success-
fully. On removing the shield and sutures on November 6th,
the wound was found firmly united by a linear cicatliix.

Mr. Brown observed, in reference to these cases, that he did
not attach the same importance as Dr. Bozemann was inclined
to do to the direction in which the wound is sewn together.
That gentleman always contrives that the line of suture shall
run transversely across the vagina; but from Mr. Brown's ex-
perience, it appears that longitudinal wounds are just as likely
to unite favourably. Mr. Brown also observed that he had
been led to discontinue the use of the flexible metallic catheterusually employed in these cases, and to use instead an elastic
male catheter. The former he had found apt to excite catarrh
of the bladder, which seemed less prone to follow upon the
wearing of the elastic instrument. He also pointed out as a
favourable sign of union, a healthy purulent discharge from
the vagina (combined with an absence of escape of urine).This is so common in cases which are to do favourably, that it
is now usually looked for by the nurses as a signal of success
in these operations.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
SILVER SUTURES.

THE recent improvement in sutures imported from Amelica,has been adopted more extensively at King's College than atany other of our London hospitals. Here they are used, atpresent, for every purpose, so that, as we are informed, silk isonly employed accidentally when the wire is not at hand. They

are in much favour with all the staff of the hospital; ancd, as
we are informed by the house-surgeon, Mr. Liddon, able to
answer all purposes as well as silk, with the further very great
advantage, that they produce hardly any appreciable irritation.
We saw a remarkable proof of the contrast in this respect
between the metallic and the vegetable suture, in the case of a
boy with fissured palate, in which both kinds had been used
Several days (about six) had elapsed since the operation, in
which two silver wires had been used and one piece of silk.
The silver sutures were still in their place, and no trace of any
action could be seen in their neighbourhood, while the slilk
suture had required removal on the fourth day, and some
ulceration still existed in its track.
With respect to the method of passing and securing the

silver wire in cases of fissured palate, Mr. Fergusson's plan is
as follows. A long silk suture is passed through the right side
of the fissure, and a shorter one through the other. To the,
end of the latter, the silver suture is attached. This string is-
then passed through the loop of the former, and theni by with-
drawing the double-thread, the silver wire is drawn ilnto place.
The two ends being twisted together, no further clamp is
requisite. The only drawback yet discovered to the wire-
sutures (and it is a very trifling one), is that it is rather more
painful to withdraw them. This is best obviated by cutting
them very close to the bend before removing them. Other
kinds of wire seem almost as useful as silver. A thin iron wire
has recently come into use here, and appears to answer equally
well. It is said not to rust or corrode.

EXPERIENCE IN MEDICINE:
BEING THE INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORZ

THE LIVERPOOL MEDICAL SOCIETY)
OCTOBER 7TH, 1858.

By THOMAS INMAN, M.D.
EConcluded from page 927.J

IN all these instances, we recognise the fact that experience
alone did not teach wisdom. Day after day infants were born;
and day after day the doctor-midwife tried with his finger
whether the presentation was natural, and the birth progress-
ing favourably; yet none ever asked himself in what way did
children really lie? The book of Nature was wide open, but
none cared to read its pages. We can scarcely help comparing
observers such as these to the Arabs of Egypt or the Nea-
politans of the middle ages. For years the latter knew of cer-
tain walls which evidenced the existence of buildings beneath
the soil-an engineer drove a tunnel near the spot, and bored
through the proscenium of an ancient theatre-yet the site of
Pompeii was unknown until other heads and other eyes came
upon the scene. They found nothing but what was equally
patent to others, but what those others had never sought. As
Belzoni was to the Egyptians many a discoverer is to us at the
present day. The denizens of the desert were familiar with
vast numbers of ancient relies-they had used many a pillar
for a landmark, and had gathered together under the architrave
of many a massive temple to shelter themselves from the
scorching heat of the noontide sun. Their lazy eyes would
rest on the strange sculptures of the fiieze, as the fragrant
smoke from their pipes faded into the clear air, and those who
were story-tellers doubtless wove strange tales about the
animals pourtrayed on the walls-and there their experience
ended. But by and by came a man from the western countries,
whose sole aim seemed to be to disinter these stony masses
from the encircling sand. To the Arabs he appeared a wild
visionary, a treasure-seeker, or a lunatic-they were contented
with things as they were, and had no desire for farther know-
ledge. With untiring energy, however, he set them to work,
and procured for them and all the world besides an increase of
knowledge of which the most apathetic were proud. So it has
been in medicine-people have been contented with things as
they have been acctstomed to regard them; if any medical
sphinx has had a head, few have cared to ascertain wlhether
beneath that head there was a proportionate body; we have
known something of this fane, of that pyramid, and been con-
tent with our knowledge, and every new explorer has been
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regarded as a mere theorist or vain visionary until he has suc-
ceededl in proving that that fane enshrined a noble statue, or
the temple contained some wonderful sarcophage or other
sculptures. Each one, then, who previously bore arms in de-
fence of ignorance is anxious to abandon them-and to show
that his sympathies are in favour of progress.

There are few real inventions or discoveries in medicine-
all our advance consists simply in a clearer reading of the facts
open to all. As the Arabs might have discovered the same
tthings as Belzoni did, had they had the mental power, the in-
clinationi, and the means, so might any one of us have made
'the same discoveries as Nagelh, Jenner, and Simpson, and a
host of others whose names are embalmed in our memories.

But if so called medical discoveries are simply clearer read-
ings of facts, how comes it that all new discoveries are so
much opposed when first they are announced? If the proverb
." Experientia docet" is believed, why should a large and ex-
tended experience receive less favour than a small and con-
tracted amount? The reason is partly due, as we have stated,
to that indolence of mind which refuses to inquire into
novelties, and partly to that self love which leads us to de-
preciate results which we have not helped to bring about.
As long as Belzoni was unknown, the Arabs formed the sole

guides to the buried temples-they knew every stone, and
could tell accurately the various levels of the drifted sand; but
when the new man came and found chambers, vaults, and halls,
they were no longer the exclusive, or even the best guides-
their occupation was mostly gone, their power transferred to
another. So it has been in medicine; for his contemporaries,
to acknowledge that Harvey was right, was to allow that they
were wrong. If Sydenham's method of treating small pox was
correct, thlat of his fellows must be bad-to allow that he had
discovered in his experience what they had failed to recognise
in theirs, was to acknowledge at once that his powers of ob-
servation anid thought were superior to their own. Human
nature cou-ld not do this-medical magnanimity could not
stretch so far; consequently the man must be assailed, and his
experience derided as mere theory and closet teaching.
The following remarks from the paper in Blackwood,

August I85S, from which we have already quoted, are very apt.
Speaking of Harvey's discovelies, etc., it says-
"Seventeen centuries is a vast space of time for the elabora.

tion of tlhe discovery of a fact which, now we know it, seems
so obvious that our marvel is, why it was ever unknown, and
the moral of the story lies precisely there, teaching as it does
the remarkable servility of the mind in the presence of esta-
blished opinions and the difficulty which is felt even by eminent
men in seeing plain facts: so hoodwinked are we by our pre-
conceived notions. To those who are unfamiliar with the practi-
cal parts of science, it seems singular that men should con-
tinue ac(luiescent in errors so baseless; that they vanish im-
mediately they are challenged; and to men who have never
trained theemselves in the difficult and delicate art of observa-
tion, it seems singular that facts extremely simple when ob-
served should continue to be ovelooked. But the truth is,
observers are at all times rare, because new observation re.
quires sin,ular independence of mind; and unhappily those
who neV(er made an observation themselves are always ready
to dispute the accuracy of new observations made by others."

Again: " Tlhousands daily see what they believe they ought
'to see. Vesalius became a great man, and the father of modern
anatomy, because he had sufficient strength of mind to use
his own eyes and say what he saw."

Again, speaking of the discovery of the lymphatics, the
sauthor snys: " These discoveries following in such quick suc-
cession greatly disturbed the equanimity of the faculty, who
swore by G alen, and could not tolerate the idea of the ancients
being stpposed to have overlooked anything: ' Un chacun
invente a present,' was the indignant sarcasm of Riolan, the
most renowned teacher of his day."
The same feeling exists amongst us all at the present day;

and we cannot endure the thought that our favourite authors
can have been wrong in their principles and practice, or could
have left anything for their successors to discover.

Another point of considerable importance in calculating the
value of thte experiences accumulated by this or that man or
class of men, is the estimation in which they hold certain
symptoms during life, and certain pathological signs after
death. Thlus, the experience of Broussais has been materially
injurecl by tlle modes in which he regarded certain symptoms,
and his associating them with disease of the stomach as
illustratedl by certain pathological appearances. In his opinion
certain signs indicated the presence of inflammation. On that
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idea he built his observations; but when it was shown that
this foundation was untenable, his experience lost nearly all its
valuie: it was a grand mansion built on a quicksand.
Take another instance from the writings of Dr. Gooch. In

his time certain symptoms were considered necessarily to mark
definite lesions of an inflammatory type. And who can even
now be surprised if headache, vertigo, delirium, convulsions,
apoplexy, and mania, with increased vascularity of the brain,
and sometimes fluid between its membranes, and in the ven-
tricles, should be considered as positive proof of the existence
of inflammation of the brain; and requiring for their cure the
most energetic measures. As long as reporters con1fined them-
selves to a description of symptoms and the results of treat-
ment, we might consider their experience trustworthy; but the
whole would become almost valueless when we found, from
farther experience, that the cause of the complaints was inani-
tion, produced by an inadequate quantity of food. Take again,
for an example, the false experience that has arisen from the
estimation in which mania has been regarded as a symptom.
In days gone by, mania was considered as a proof of cerebral
inflammation, of excessive action, and exalted power; it was
met by bleeding general and local, by tartar emetic, opium,
and a variety of other remedies, intended to control action,
diminish power, or soothe irritation. But what was the result?
Let Dr. Conolly be heard when he says that such treatment was
repeatedly the means of aggravating the disease, and convert-
ing a hopeful case into one of hopeless insanity. But it may
be answered here, that experience after all induce(d practi-
tioners to modify their treatment, and to change their tactics
from an exhausting to a restorative plan. I grant the point at
once, though, in doing so, I must mark the different ways in
which, on this very subject, different practitioners will read the
proverb "Experientia docet." One starts in life with the old
ideas of mania; in every case he carries out the old doctrines,
and occasionally meets with success. By and by a friend
points out to him the antecedents of his patients; tells him that
experience shows that mania is the result of privation, misery,
starvation; that it is attended with many of the signs which
attend starvation, fever, thick saliva, stinkincg enianations, rapid
pulse, brilliancy of eye, and increased irritability of hearing,
and other senses; that expelience farther shows that his plan
of treatment is most commonly prejudicial; and that the
patient sinks and dies just as he appears to be getting well,
and ends by urging a different course of practice. No, is the
reply; I have experience in my present method of treatment;
I have none in the one you propose; mine has been satnctioned
by the experience of the past, and been endorsed by the highest
authorities; your proposal is theoretical, and I will wait till it
has been put to the test of trial. On the other hand, strong
in his reading of the proverb "Experientia docet," the so-called
theorist puts his views to the test, and meets with a result
worthy of the soundness of his observations. Both profess to,
be led by experience, yet one remains content with repeated
failures, the other goes on to almost habitual success. Even
the great mind of the first Duke of Wellinigton was not proof
against this failing, as it is well known that it was his fondness
for Brown Bess, the well-tried musket, whose worth he had
recognised in many a hard won strife, whiclh prevented, during
his life, the introduction into the army of the Enfield, or the
breech-loading, or other rifle, or, indeed, any other arm which
was under the ban of novelty.
Again it is to be remarked how much the value of past ex-

perience has been Vitiated by the vague manner in which cer-
tain words have been used to indicate a condition supposed to
be always of a definite kind; thus inflammation has been
made to do duty for many different forms of disease, and each
observer has had his own peculiar interpretation of the word.
Thus, some call all those cases, inflammation, where there is
pain and tenderness on pressure; others consider that the
same disease is present when there is increased redness and
swelling; others again consider increased secretion as in coryza,
bronchitis, gonorrhe a, etc., as being evidence sufficienit of the
presence of inflammation; while others are contented with the
presence of certain general symptoms, such as rigors, feverish-
ness, etc. With ideas so vague respecting the disease, it was
almost impossible to get any definite experience respectinig its
true nature and treatment. The experience of one man
differed from that of anotlher, and the student was bewildered.
in the search after the true inventor, whose teaching; were to,
makehim wise.
A still more dangerous impediment to the gaining of wisdom

by experience consists in the plan adopted by some pathologists
of not only including tendencies, or eventualities into definitions,
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but even givin3g them the highest place. Thus, one set of patho. farther experience procured by the more important observa-logists give the naame of cancer to certain new growths having tion, that patients thus treated were killed frequently in thecertain present physical characters and past history; they process of cure-they were bled to death that they might livefound their experience on what they observe respecting such, and breathe comfortably!and probably enuinciate that the disease is curable in certain It appears to me that there is no one single point in which'proportions. Another set, however, of observers declare that the superiority of the present race of medical practitioners isnothing can be considered as cancer unless it return again shown more conspicuously than in their taking tinme into con-after operation, li'ke many a wart does spread to distant parts, sideration as a test of successful practice. We are no longerlike leprosy; or carry off the patient. However much ex- content in curing this or that symptom, or knocking down this'perience may teach the former, it is tolerably clear that it will or that disease.; we no longer place faith in medic"am-ents be-not teach' the latter any lesson worth learning, cause patienits get well after using them: we require to knowThle same reinark was once applicable to phthisis, which was whether the eure is complete as regards the patient's generalconsidered to be absolutely incurable; (as it is yet even now by health, and whether it has been effectedl in the shortest pos-somne); if ainy one ventured to announce the cure of a case, sible period of time. Dare any of us boast of having- cured athe experience of centuries was cast in his teeth, and he was pneumonia by bleeding, if wve la'id the seeds of phithisis or oftold that hiis diagnosis had been incorrect, and his conclusion general dropsy? or could we withi greater face boast of theconsequently faulty. Farther experiernce has satisfied us as cure of a bronchitis after six maonths treatmenlt?much of thje fallacy of the old dictum about phithisis as it ought It is not oinly in pneumaonia that we find such instances ofto satisfy us about7the idea of the curability of cancer. false experience as I have adverted to : we see it equally inPerhaps the most fertile source of false experience in medi- apoplexy and allied disorders. Thus I couldI point to casescine is an error into which we are all more, or less apt to fall, where au apoplectic patient has been cupped and bledl withand in which a vast section of medical professors are at the such immnediate relief that "1stertor" has left the breathing,presenat momenat securely reposing; viz., that of attributing and consciousness has been suddenly restored. Nor would Isuccess to th-e medicaments emiployed, or of supposing that the wish to say that these cases are not common. To theml theplan adopted is certainly the true one, because the patient has practical man points with triumph, and lays down thLe authori-been clearly benefited by it immediately, and for a short time tative law, that experience vindicates the free use of the lancetafterwards. Of the former we need say little, as the dainger of in apoplexy; and adds, that only theoretical vision-aries wouldlthe "ost hoc ergo propter hoc" reasoning has been theoretically oppose it. He takes his stand on our text, "1Experientiafamiliar to us,- from our first entrance into the profession. The docet," and feels imopregnable. By and by, however, anotherlatter is ani error more dangerous than this, and niot the less so remarks that relapses occur very frequently after bleeding;becauise it is comnparatively little kinown. It is an error which that softening round the clot is not uncommon; that it is rarerequires to be most carefully guiarded against, and one which, to find the patients making a rapid or complete recovery; andf'or its detection, requires the closest attention in practice. I that death occasionally happens even while the blood is flow-am not aware that it has ever been specifically brought under ing. Experience also shows that many come round from- apothe notice of this society, but it was certainly introduced inci- plectic seizures without any treatment at all. And, with PallIdentally in Dr, Cameron's, paper on inflammation. In that he this, the once-called visionary asks, JVhat does experiencealluded to the, effects of bleeding in pleurisy, and recorded that, teach? Who reads the volumae of Nature the most correctly-in the twenty-nine cases in whilch he hiad employed it, it had the man who looks at the first page only, or the one whio triesbeen followed by immrediate relief in all, though in the ma. to look at all?,jority that relief was not sustainaed. The're can -be no reason. It is nut to venesection alone that the foregoing remark-sable doubt that the immediate relief, commonly following ye- apply: they are equally applicable to the use of pu'rgatives andnesection in pneumoniia, was and still is the cause of the strong other medicines..- Experience, says the practical" man, hiasOpinions entertain'ed by so many of the propriety, andl even long convinced me that colocynth is an aperient, and thatnecessity for this plan of treatment in this disease. The steecl is an astringent; and, as a natural result, he gives pills to'inatuiral concluision of practitioners is that experience proves overcomne habitual constipation, and steel to control purgation.the value of the remedy while it is theory alone which opposes But is his experience reliable? Experience, while it tells hiimit. But that experience is not to trusted which is founded that colocynth purges, tells him also that, after the purg-ing iSuPona a superficial basis, and we therefore inqulire whiether the over, the bowels are more constipated than they were b"eibore ;so called practical men appeal sufi ciently to experienzce; we it tells him that this conditioni of things is associated with apursue the subject and find, as Dr. Cameroni did, that, although certain state of the system to which the namae atouic has beenbleeding gives imnmediate relief, i)t is subsequently followed by given; it tells himn that temporary stimulation is com-tmonlya progress far less satisfactory than if venesection had not followed by more prolonged depression; andI thlat common-been adlopted! What now becomes of the boasted experience sense pe-ople prefer to leave their bowels to Nature, rather thanof the formier, and the sneer at the theory of the closet physi- take pills and make themi worse: it tells him, too, that spuirringcian ? Let us turn our attention for one moment to the results a tired horse does not huing its rider faster to a distant goalflowing- firoma such superficial experience. A few weeks ago than would a feed of corn or a draught of water. Experiencesomle caSes of pneuimonia were, related in one of our journals tells all this clearly. But is it always listened to ? By some itas occurring recenitly in Mlilan. (Jlledico-Chir-urgical Review, is; and, as a result, steel or other tonics are given for the cure ofJulY 1858, P. 11). One robust countryman had been cured of constipation. Mere theory, says the practical man ! Experi-pnetnmoetia, so runs the account, in Jainuary, by eighteen bleed. enttia docet, is the unlooked-for answer. M1utatis mutandis, aings, hut lie was left sickly for four miouths subsequently; in similar line of reasoning has induced the enlightenedL practi-th-e ay folloinWig he was readmitted with a seCOnd attack; he tioner, undler certain circumstances, to give an aperient for thewas bled fifteen timies in nine days, and took tartar emnetic at cure of diarrhwsa.the saime timie. He died on the 28th) day, having been bled The effect of false or insufficient experience is conspicu-thirty-thriee times in all! This to be sure was a failure; but ously seen in the use of stimulating aperients for the cure ofthe practitionjer had his success. One, strong countryman went flatulence and visceral obstruction. An individual comes toout perfectly well on the 26th dlay after cbeing- bled twelve the practitioner, compla'ining of flatulent distinsion of thetimes. A pale semipstress was bled nine timies, ling-ered on.in bowels. The remedy proposed is some brisk carminiativethe hospital for -fif'ty-six days, falling iuto a slow conuptv pring medicine: it is taken; and the patient, to his greatfever; she was then fortunately transferred to the hospital for satisfaction, reports the discharge of a vast quantity of flatuschronic dliseases, where she was plentifully fed and comforted by stool or otlherwise. Seduced-onwards by the apparent sue-with wine; shie left at the end of a month with a slight cough, cess, the remedy is continued; the daily reports are satisfac-but withi a fine colour, joylous healthi, and in goood flesh, tory; nevertheless, after the lapse of weeks, the distension isAniother patieiit, a robust cou'ntrym-an, was bled nineteen timaes as great as ever. Lured on by false experience, the practi-in twelve daysa, anid took tartar emuetic for ten days, when it was tioner increases the str-ength of his medicameints, and for a dayexchang,ed f-or kermnes mineral. He survived; but when he or two their effects are perceptibly good, but, after that, thinlgsleft the hospital after sixty-nine days, he had omdema of the are as bad as ever. Now, we may fairly ask, hias experiencealegs, diarrhwca, excessive pallor, and weakiness! Now we can- taught that man truly ? or, to put it more correctly, has henot suppose that this Dr. Acerbi did not consider that his reado the book of Natuire sighit? Experience ought to havetreatment u-as warranted by experience; lie doubtless argued told himn that the bowels are always flatulenit in the dead; thatthat as relief always followed bleeding, therefore, whenever thiey are flatuilent in muost cases of adynamic fevers; thlat thaerelief was required, bleeding shiould boe resorted to; and so stomach is flatulent alfter prolongedI fasting; that flatuilence isfaitfulyadere to hisconclusion, that he slighted the common after seve-re cAonfinemets attended w,;Ith loss of

blood;
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that it is common in mesenteric disease, in dyspepsia, and in
hysteria; that it is increased by a slop diet; that it is worse at
niglht than in the morning, and the like. In other words, experi-
ence teaches that flatulence indicates great want of vitality in
the mucous membrane of the intestines; and it teaches that this
cannot be cured by exhausting that organ still more by stimu-
lating cathartics; that what is wanted is increased power, not
increased action; and the former can only be obtained through
the constitution generally. Experience leads one man to use
apeiients; another to eschew them, and give cod oil and other
tonics.

Instances of a similar kind might readily be multiplied, to
show how two individuals, each guided, as they suppose, by
experience, may come to directly opposite conclusions, from
the simple fact that one observer is contented with a less
aml)oun1t of experience than another. We prefer, however,, to
pass on to another important phase of our snbject.
We have hitherto been contemplating the various scholars of

experience, and how, in the same school, various readings are
adopte(d of the same facts. Let us now inquire whether the
teachings of Experience are always the same; whether she
really does or does not give the same lessons to all her pupils.
A question of more importance to the thoroughly enlightened
physician it is almost impossible to put. It is a question
which at the present moment is agitating the British medical
world. The experience of our younger days, say Dr. Alison
an(d Dr. Watson, is not the same as that of our mature years.
True, replies Dr. Bennett; but it is only because you see
things in a different light. Not so, say the former. Our
memory carries us back to the time when diseases were cha-
racterised by an amount of power and vigour which we rarely
meet with now; they resembled tropical diseases in their short-
ness and intensitv, and our treatment had to be sharp and de-
cisive; and certainly we may add, that it was successful in the
widest sense of the term. We know, they add, that this type of
disease has gradually changed; and with that change our prac-
tice has varied too. Our present plan of treatmeTnt, they urge,
has been the result of actual change in the nature or type of
disease, and not of change in our own theoretical views; and
they farther add, that every physician, whose experience ex-
tends over many years, is well aware of the fact that stimulants
are far more necessary in some epidemics than others of the
same name, etc. The answer to this line of argument is inge-
nions, but apparently inconclusive. Without entering more
closely upon the question, let uIs advert to a few considerations
in favouir of Drs. Alison and Watson's view. We know, as a
general rule, that pneumonia is now of an asthenic type; but,
every now and then, a single exceptional case is seen, where a
large bleeding alone can give the patient a chance. We do not
lay any stress upon this case, because it is an exceptional
one; and we are right. But when we are told by the elders of
the profession that what is now exceptional was in their day
regular, an(d that wlhat is now the rule was then the exception,
sorely we must conclude that Experience taught at one time a
very diflereDt lesson to what slhe does now, and may do here-
after. Again, we may ask, does Inot experience teach very
different lessons to the army surgeon, whose work is oni the
field of battle and amidst the strife of men, to what she teaches
to the hospital surgeon, whose labours are exerted amidst
more peaceful scenes; to the one, who only operates upon
nmen whose constitutions are in first-rate condition; and to
another, whose patients are in a far different state? Has the
country doctor the same lesson presented to him as is put be-
fore his town brother? and does the experience of England
suffice for the practitioner of India ? and does the experience
of one epidemic, say of scarlatina, make tus perfectly prepared
for the next ?
The teaching of experience is equally uncertain respecting

the action of medicines. At one time, the physician can cure
the majority of his fever patients with quinine; at another, it
seems to act as a poison. Ir. Addison, I think, cured, as he
thought, twenty cases in succession of Asiatic cholera by sul-
phuric acid; but his niext twenty all died. Dr. G. Jolhnson
cured a large proportion by castor oil; a druc which in the
hands of others proved positively harmful. Calomel affords
us a still letter illustration. Dr. Eyre, of Hull, introduced this
as a cure an(l preventive for cholera. It was adopted in a great
ntrmber of places; and, amongst others, in Liverpool, where I
was enabled, by the carefuil reports of friends, to ascertain that
its admninistration was generally attended with the happiest
results. Yet at that same time, in a large London society, it
was stated that not one single instance was known in the
metropolis where even the smallest benefit had followed the
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use of the drug. As the authorities on both sides were compe.
tent observers, what other conclusion can we come to than
that experience taught those in London a different lesson to
what she taught here ? Liquor arsenicalis was originally intro.
duced for the cure of ague; yet I have never found it do good;
and ipecacuanha had onee an equally good character in dvsen.
tery, a disease in which it is never used now. Take still
farther the exaample of lime-juice, originally introduced by Dr.
G. 0. Rees some years ago for the cure of acute rheumatism,
a disease for which he still prescribes it. In my own practice,.
I have only once seen prejudicial effects follow its adm-riinistra.
tion, and only once have been disappointed in my anticipations
of its influence upon the disease; nevertheless, othter ouservers
equally competent with miyself have lost all faith in its curative
powers. Are the opposing pupils of experience under these
circumstances to contend against each other, ur,der the idea
that one alone can be right? or must we allow that the school-
master which we all revere is not uniforrnly consistent.

For my own part, I feel compelled to come to the conclusion
that experience is not unvarying in its teachings ; and, to
speak tautologically, that the greater experience we have of
experience, the less we can place implicit reliance upon it.
We have thus attempted to slhow-

1. That individuals do not habitually sAt that value on ex-
tended experience that proverbial philosophy should induce
them to do.

2. 'I'hat to understand the full value of the experience of
others, it is necessa-ry to be habitually gaining it for oneself.

3. That independence of mind is as essential to the growth
of personal experience, as undue deference to auLthorities is
prejudicial to it.

4. That the difference between the practical man and the
theoretical consists in the endeavour rmlade bv the latter, to.
have a more extended basis of experience than; the former is
contented with.

5. That false experience has hitlherto been the bane of
medical science.

6. That experience misleads us by being insufficiently ex-
tensive; by being based upon false premises; by signs being
misinterpreted, and the like.

7. That we are liable to error if we consider the teaching of
experience as invariable, and certain.

8. That there is reasoni to believe that there are circum-
stances modifying the nature of diseases anid the action of
remedies, with wlhich we are at present unacquainted.
The natural result of all this mtust be, that no one can feel

that he has ever attaine(d the ne plus uiltra in medicine. A
learner at his entrance into lite, the phvsician must continue
so till death. Eveiy step lhe takes must be weighed as cau-
tiouslv as the elephant tries the strength of the plank which is
placed as a bridlge for him to pass over. Professors may
teach, and observers may experinment with the most brilliant
success, yet in the next generation their conclusions may be
overthrown. But of one thing, we may feel certain, that where
there are so many earnest minided individuals at work testing
the true value of past theories, and cautiously framing new
ones, medicine will ultimately attain as great a certainty as it
is possible in the nature of things for her to do. Let us ever
remenmher that the proverb is-experience teaches, not expe-
rience has taught; and we may then each of us add our quota
towards that desirable consummiiation.

RUPTURE OF AN OVARIAN CYST:
R E C 0 V E R Y.

By G. GODDAIRD ROGERS, M.D., Me(lical Registrar to
St. George's Hospital.

IN the JOU(RNAL of October 23rd, Dr. Charles Farrar calls
attention to a case of accidental rupture of an ovariani cyst. I
am able to comlply witlh his request, and to furnish two ac-
couints of similar cases. One, wlhich is detailed below, hap-
pened in private practice some years sinice; the otlher vill be
found in the section of the JOURNATL devoted to hospital re-
cords, and occurred recently in St. Geoorge's Hospital.
The patient, Mliss K., was for some time under the care

of my late grandfather, but had been absenit from his neigh-
bourhood for a long period, wlhen tle accidental cure of lher
complaint was brou-ht about. Amongst various letters and
papers, I find a communication fromn the medical gentleman
then in attendance, relating the circulmstances to miiy grand-
£ather.
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